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To say 2020 was the year of the unexpected is probably the understatement of the year. Talk about not
seeing that coming! But, we endured and adapted.

We all adjusted to a new "normal," and the CGA team continued pursuing a clean energy future for the
Midwest behind the scenes through our policy, siting, and public education work. While the world seemed
to come to a standstill at various moments during the year, CGA continued to share the good news that
clean energy has to offer.

In case you missed any of them, here are the top 5 stories of the year from our blog:

5. South Dakota is Building a Clean Energy Future

This blog breaks down how the efforts from the industry and locals have grown South Dakota's promising
renewable energy market.

4. 4 Reasons to Love Renewables

February is all about spreading love - so we wanted to share why we love renewables, and you should
too!

3. Indiana's Power Sector is On the Rise

Renewables are powering Midwestern homes at record-low prices, and the Hoosier state is taking full
advantage. Read more to learn about the steady growth of Indiana's renewable energy sector.

2. Renewable Energy Cleans Up the Environment

As we make the transition from a predominantly fossil fuel-powered economy to a clean energy one, this
blog breaks down how resources like wind and solar benefit the planet as we combat climate change.

1. Wind Turbine Recycling and Disposal

Ever wonder what happens to wind turbines after they retire? This post details the current innovations the
wind industry is undergoing to safely and sustainably reduce, reuse and recycle wind parts after they
come offline.

Check out our fact sheet on this topic as well!
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